
Enhancing the lives of the people we support

Introducing The Beach
The Beach provides accommodation for up to twelve individuals. Each south-facing apartment is able to
accommodate a maximum of two individuals, but offers the flexibility for single person services if they are
required. Each apartment has a balcony with views over the beach, an open plan lounge with dining and
kitchen areas, two bedrooms (one en-suite and the other with a dedicated private bathroom), and a utility
room.

The Beach also provides a communal lounge for the use of everyone, so individuals can enjoy a
combination of private living and the opportunity to interact with others and develop their social
relationships. There is an open recreational space to the rear of the building.

One of the apartments has been tailored to suit a person who wishes to live more independently but still
within a residential framework. This apartment has its own entrance, two bedrooms with their own
bathrooms, and an open-plan kitchen, diner and living room with balcony overlooking the beach.

salutemcareandeducation.co.uk

The Beach consists of nine beautifully presented executive apartments situated in a
prominent beach-side location in the village of Porth.

The Beach
Alexandra Road, Newquay, 
Cornwall, TR7 3NB

About The Beach
The Beach is situated right opposite the beach with small cafes and pub on the same road.
The main town and access to all amenities are in walking distance. 
Local transport is outside The Beach with links to Newquay, Truro and surrounding areas. 
There is also private transport which support staff will use to go further afield.

https://www.instagram.com/salutemcareandeducation/
https://www.facebook.com/SalutemCareandEducation
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/salutemcareandeducation
https://www.tiktok.com/@salutemcareandeducation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfQq66B9K-iJXmN8PsTAPUA
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Our Services
Are outcome-focused and highly person-centred.
Provide 24/7 residential care.
Provide activities tailored to the interests of the
individuals we support both in and out of the
home.
Are holistic, with person-centred care and
support developed in collaboration with the
people we support, their families and a multi-
disciplinary team of health care professionals.

The Team
 Our staff are the backbone of our organisation,
embodying the very spirit and ethos we stand for.
Every day, they showcase an unparalleled
commitment to the individuals we support, going
above and beyond to ensure their needs are met
with compassion, understanding, and
professionalism. As a team, their synergy and
collaborative spirit are unmatched, pooling their
diverse skills and experiences to foster an
environment where every individual feels seen,
heard, and valued.
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Newquay, 
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To make a referral, for further
enquiries and for more information:

01753 255777
BusinessDevelopment@

salutemsharedservices.co.uk
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